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NEW QUESTION: 1
You work as a database administrator at ABC.com. You study the
exhibit carefully.
Exhibit:

You want to create a SALE_PROD view by executing the following
SQL statements:
Which statement is true regarding the execution of the above
statement?
A. The view will not be created because the GROUP BY clause is
not allowed for creating a view
B. The view will not be created because the join statements are
not allowed for creating a view
C. The view will be created but no DML operations will be
allowed on the view
D. The view will be created and you can perform DLM operations
on the view
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Rules for Performing DML Operations on a View
You cannot add data through a view if the view includes:
Group functions
A GROUP BY clause
The DISTINCT keyword
The pseudocolumn ROWNUM keyword
Columns defined by expressions
NOT NULL columns in the base tables that are not selected by
the view

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option B
B. Option C
C. Option D
D. Option A
E. Option F
F. Option G
G. Option E
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
The common language runtime (CLR) is the heart of the Microsoft
.NET Framework and provides the execution environment for all
.NET Framework code. Code that runs within the CLR is referred
to as managed code.
With the CLR hosted in Microsoft SQL Server (called CLR
integration), you can author stored procedures, triggers,
user-defined functions, user-defined types, and user-defined
aggregates in managed code. Because managed code compiles to
native code prior to execution, you can achieve significant
performance increases in some scenarios.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A router running EIGRP has learned the same route from two
different paths. Which parameter does the router use to select
the best path?
A. as-path
B. cost
C. administrative distance
D. metric
Answer: D
Explanation:
If a router learns two different paths for the same network
from the same routing protocol, it has to decide which route is
better and will be placed in the routing table. Metric is the
measure used to decide which route is better (lower number is
better). Each routing protocol uses its own metric.
For example, RIP uses hop counts as a metric, while OSPF uses
cost.
https://study-ccna.com/administrative-distance-metric/
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